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ARTISANAL FISHING CRAFTS AND GEARS OF COASTAL BANGLADESH

This chapterpresents thediversity andcharacterizationof the commonfishing

crafts andgears used in the coastal artisanal fishery of Bangladesh. The coastal

artisanal fishery of Bangladesh is amulti-gear,multi-craft, andmulti-species

fishery with small, traditional fishing crafts equipped with low-tech gears

requiring labour-intensive fishing methods. Crafts are mostly traditional

wooden boats with an increasing trend ofmechanization, which varies in their

construction and equipment in terms of size, engine power, and gear handling

systems based on the area of operation and type of gear to be operated. Gears

are mostly low-tech traditional types based on labour-intensive methods of

operation. Many have remained the same for centuries, while others have

been modernized through long modification processes in synchronization

with the changes in the targetfish, climatic and environmental conditions, and

socioeconomic and sociocultural features over time. The fisherfolks choose

different devices depending on the fishing area, target species, availability

and price of the construction materials, and the applicable regulative and

legislative issues in the region. Monitoring the current state and evolution

of fishing crafts and gears throughout time and identifying the reasons for

switchingandmodeof adoption toa specificdevice, is critical tounderstanding

andmanaging the artisanal coastal fisheries of Bangladesh.

Introduction

The coastal artisanal fishery of Bangladesh is characterized by a multi-

craft, multi-gear, and multi-species fishery. Crafts and gears used in

artisanal fisheries are mostly traditional, labour-intensive, and require low

technological input and investment (Kimani et al., 2009). A small-scale

artisanal fishery includes small, low-tonnage vessels generally operating

in nearshore areas accessible within a short time and different types of

gears, excluding towed ones (Falautano, 2018). Crafts and gears of small-

scale artisanal fisheries have usually been overshadowed in research and

national fisheries policy by the perceived valuation in terms of the cash

revenue of its large-scale industrial counterpart. These crafts and gears

have very significant and broader linkages with the fisheries resources
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and the livelihood activities of many people along the whole value chain.

However, these devices used in artisanal fisheries have received only scant

attention in the past. It is important to study the characteristics and diversity,

why fishers adopt diverse crafts and gears, and the relationship of these

devices to the ecology and the socioeconomic status of the community. Fish

capture devices related to selectivity or impact on the ecosystem are essential

components of fisheries management. Knowledge of the features, diversity,

and productivity of crafts and gears of a fishery is essential for the formulation

and successful implementation of any developmental, management, or

conservation plans. A thorough understanding of fishing crafts and gears

is important for understanding the present exploitation andmaking suitable

improvements and management (Bhattacharjya et al., 2004; Sultana et al.,

2016). Based on the authors’ direct observation and literature review, this

chapter provides a general overview of the art of fishing crafts and gears used

in the coastal artisanal fishery of Bangladesh.

Fishing crafts

Crafts used in small-scale artisanal fisheries of Bangladesh are mostly based

on traditional wooden canoes that have been modernized by the addition

of outboard gasoline motors, storage, and sometimes a small space for the

fishers. The use of sail and paddle power is common. Fishing crafts are built

traditionally with locally available materials by rural carpenters with planks

and furnished by coal tar and burned oil (Azamet al., 2014; Sultana et al., 2016).

The trend of mechanization of craft is dominant and only a small percentage

are propelled by oars and sail. The fishing crafts vary in their construction

and equipment in terms of size, engine power, and gear handling systems

based mainly on the area of operation and the type of gear to be operated.

The following are somemajor fishing crafts available in the coastal artisanal

fisheries of Bangladesh.
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Kosha Nauka

Kosha Nauka is a non-mechanized country boat with blunt ends (Figure 1a).

The open deck without having any hood is made of whole or split bamboo

pieces or wood in some cases, and oars are made of bamboo poles. Usually,

there is no sail, but when present, the sail is situated in the anterior half of the

boat (Sultana et al., 2016). The boat is used for fishing in small inland canals

and shallow waters to catch small fish (Azam et al., 2014).
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Figure 1. (a) Kosha Nauka, (b) Dinghi Nauka, (c) Trawler, (d) Tempu

Nauka/Rotala, (e) Tempu Nauka/Matowala, (f) Chandi Nauka, (g) Balam Nauka,

(h) Shampan Nauka. (Photos b, e, g & f by Azam et al., 2014).
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Dinghi Nauka

Dinghi Nauka is a small, shallow rounded bottom boat with a pointed bow

(Figure 1b), generally used in areas close to shore and inland water bodies. In

smaller boats, there are no decks, but the bigger ones usually possess one deck

made of bamboo splits or betel nut trees. Usually, there is no hood, but when

present, it is located in the posterior part of the boat (Sultana et al., 2016).

While Dinghi Nauka was traditionally non-mechanized, nowmechanization

is an increasing trend.

Trawler

The trawler is a very strong dug-out spindled shape boat with the fore and

hind ends bluntly pointed. The bottom of the boat is rounded (Figure 1c). The

stern is 1-1.5 m higher than the bow. Engines propel the vessel, and a team of

fifteen crewmembers is required to operate the vessel. The boat is generally

used for operating a gill net fixed purse net. Trawlers are also used for the

transportation of goods and passengers.

Tempu Nauka

TempuNauka is a round-bottom,mechanized boat operated usually by a team

of thirteen crew members. Some variations of Tempu Nauka are available

based on shape and size, namely ‘Rotala’ and ‘Matowala.’ The front part of

‘Rotala’ is pointed and has a round bottom and extended arrowhead (Figure

1d); in the case of ‘Matowala the front part is not- pointed and the back part

is not as pointed as the front side (Figure 1e). The Tempu Nauka is generally

used for gill net fixed purse net (Behundi Jal, Bata Jal) fishing.
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Chandi Nauka

Chandi Nauka (Figure 1f) is slightly prolonged on both ends with a much-

pointed anterior end. The bottom is flat or rounded. The stern of this boat

is much higher than the bow. Strong flatformsmade of wood are present on

both ends, while the central region is provided with detachable split bamboo-

decking. A bamboo or wooden hood is present in the anterior part. Usually,

they have no sail, but a second topsail is sometimes seen over the sail to

increase the speed.

Balam Nauka

Balam Nauka (Figure 1g) is a strongly built spindle-shaped boat with bluntly

pointed anterior and posterior ends. The anterior and rear ends are 1-1.2 m

higher than the bow. A hood made of wood is present in the posterior part.

It has a robust platformmade of wood on both ends. The bottom is rounded

and the square-shaped sail is set in the anterior part if present. Also, it has a

strong steering paddle made of wood attached to the posterior end.

Shampan

Shampan or Shampan Nauka (Figure 1h) is used mainly in Chittagong and

Cox’s Bazar regions. The posterior part is divided into two pointed parts; the

bow is pointed and raised above thewater. It is used for fishing in the estuaries

and the shallow coastal waters of the Bay of Bengal.
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Table 1. Characteristics of major fishing crafts of coastal Bangladesh.

Fishing gears

Gears are mostly low-tech traditional types based on labour-intensive meth-

ods of operation, andmany have remained unchanged for centuries. However,

some have also been modified over time, in synchronization with the changes

in the target fish, climatic and environmental conditions, and socioeconomic

and sociocultural features. Both active and passive gears are being used with

distinctive construction methods andmodes of operation. Some of these can

be operated from the shore requiring no crafts at all, but in this chapter, we
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focus mainly on the common gears that require crafts in any part of their

operation. The following are some of the most common fishing gear used in

the coastal artisanal fisheries of Bangladesh.

Gill nets

Gill nets are widely used gears in the coastal artisanal fishery of Bangladesh.

The nets are rectangular, usually made of synthetic fibers like polyamide

formingmonofilament or multifilament twines. The net is knitted through

one hand-knitted net made of natural fibers like cotton. While fish are trying

to swim through amesh of netting, which is a little smaller than the largest

circumference of their body, they get stuck or, in other words, ‘meshed.’ Fish

first get stuck because of their dorsal fin. Still, mostly it will be behind the

opercula and the gills – i.e., they are ‘gilled,’ and gears constructed to catch

fish by gilling are the so-called gillnets (Gabriel et al., 2005). Gillnetting is

preferred and considered a typical small-scale fishery as it is very effective and

requires little investment in purchasing andmaintaining the nets. Moreover,

nospecializedvessels are requiredand in somecases thesenets canbeoperated

without a vessel by fishers swimming and diving (Gabriel et al., 2005).

There are different modified versions of gillnets under various local names

used in Bangladesh waters (Table 2). Chandi Jal (Figure 2h) is used mainly

for Hilsa shad (Tenualusa ilisha) fishing. The net has both sinkers and floats.

The measurement of this net differs widely from district to district, and so

does the period of operation of the net (Ahmed, 1961). Ilish Jal is another gear

famous for catching Hilsa and provides a very high economic return, thus

becoming one of the most popular choices among fishers. This is dominant

gear in the coastal areas of Bangladesh (Rahman et al., 2017). Coral Jal (Figure

2j) is another form of gill net. Floats are attached to the net, and the net is

drifted with the water current (Sultana et al., 2016). Poa Jal is a gill net made

of polyamide monofilaments and nylon rope. Several nets are joined together

andmoved by boats. Two boats drag the net against the current while others

move with the currents, driving fish towards the net, and producing sound in

the water (Ahmed, 1961). Bata Jal is, also calledMullet gillnet, is a drift gill net
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usedmainly for gilling Bata fish (Mugil Sp.) in the foreshore areas of Noakhali,

Chittagong, and Khulna region (Ahmed, 1961). There are a few other gill nets:

Lata Jal and Duba Jal.

Figure 2. (a) Estuarine Set Bag Net (ESBN)/Behundi Jal (in operation), (b)

ESBN/Behundi Jal (mesh size), (c) Bata Jal (mesh size), (d) Moshari Jal

(stationary), (e) Moshari Jal (movable), (f) Atto Jal, (g) Atto Jal (mesh size), (h)

Chandi Jal (mesh size), (i) Ilish Jal (mesh size), (j) Coral Jal (mesh size), (k) Char

Jal (during high tide), (l) Char Jal (during low tide). Photo k (Nabi et al., 2011).
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Table 4. Characteristics of trammel net, cast net, push net,moshari Jal,moi jal,

bagdhara jal, khara jal atto jal.

Entangling nets

These are particular types of nets constructed to catch fish mainly through

entangling, unlike gilling in the gillnets. Although both can happen in the

same fishing gear, sometimes gilling and entangling are different in their

principle (Gabriel et al., 2005). Entangling nets could be single-walled, similar

to gillnets, or triple-walled. Among the different entangling nets, the triple-

walled trammel net locally called ‘Teen Porolla Jal’ or ‘Teen Polla Jal’ or Pondora

Jal’ or ‘Tong Jal’ is being used in the coastalwaters of Bangladesh. The trammel

net was introduced to Bangladesh in late 1982 and operated mainly in the

Teknaf, Moheskhali, and Cox’s Bazar areas (Islam and Khan, 1993). The
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trammel net has three panels of nets attached to the same head and ground

ropes. The interior wall is a smaller mesh of loose netting that hangs with a

considerable slack between two wide, mesh outer walls. When a fish swims

through the large outer mesh it encounters, it pushes the loose interior net,

forming a pocket or bag around the fish in which it becomes entangled. The

large mesh of the two outer walls must be kept exactly opposite to each other

so that the pocket will not be prevented from developing to make it more

successful (Gabriel et al., 2005). This net is usually operated in the shallow

coastal areas (around8-20mdepth) of Bangladesh for catchingmostly shrimp

and demersal fishes.

Fixed purse nets or set bag nets (SBN)

Fixed purse nets or set bag nets (SBN) are purses or bag-shaped nets that

operate in water in motion. These nets are mainly of two types: estuarine set

bag nets (ESBN) and marine set bag nets (MSBN). The ESBN, locally called

Behundi Jal (Figure 2a), is a type of fixed purse or bag net with a rectangular

mouth that tapers at the end, resembling a trawl net (Islam et al., 1993). It is

the popular SBNused in Bangladesh. The net comprises of four panels, and the

mesh size decreases from themouth to the cod-end. Different sized-ESBNs

are being used in different regions of Bangladesh (Islam et al., 1993). This net

is usually found to be operated near the coast and fore-shores. The net is set

in the tidal stream, against the current, by attaching the extended sides of the

net (wings) to hold fasts using long bamboo poles or hollow drums and steel

wires, keeping the net parallel to the direction of the tidal current (Islam et al.,

1993). The set bag nets catch those species of fish that drift with the current

or do not swim fast enough to stem the current and, thus, maintain a fixed

position in the seabed (Kashem and Ikbal, 1985). The catches, especially in the

ESBN, are mostly juveniles and young fish in small size ranges (Islam et al.,

2004; Parvez and Nabi, 2015). ESBN is mostly operated by the poor segments

of the coastal fisherfolk, which mainly involve juvenile fishing (Khan et al.,

1994). MSBN is a fixed purse net operated in marine water. The structure,

shape, andmethod of operation of MSBN are almost similar to ESBN. MSBN is
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generally more prominent than ESBN and usually operates in 10-30m depth

of water in areas with a salinity of 20-30 ppt (Quayum et al., 1993). MSBN is

operated during thewinter season. Fishing activities are suspended during the

summer season because of the difficulty in operating the gear due tomonsoon

weather conditions (Quayum et al., 1993).

Seine net

These nets encircle water stretches for capturing fish by manipulating the

head and round ropes (Ahmed, 1961). The common names of the seine nets

are Ber Jal or Tana Ber Jal. Seine nets are rectangular in shape with a small

mesh-sized net. The length, depth, andmeshes vary depending on the place of

operation and the target fish (Ahmed, 1961). The operation of Ber Jal requires

the collective effort and hard work of a group of fishers. After surrounding

the part of a water body, the two ends of the net are drawn together, and the

ground rope is hauled up from the center of the water body to collect the fish.

As it has a very finemesh size, this gear catches fish irrespective of their size

or species and threatens aquatic biodiversity (Mia et al., 2018).

Set barrier net

Set barrier net is made of net fencing along the shore in the intertidal zone

supported by fixing the net with bamboo or wooden poles at suitable intervals.

The net is widely used in Cox’s Bazar region, called Char Jal or Char Ghera Jal

(Figure 2k, 2l). The lower edge of the net is always kept fixed and fastened

with the poles in the ground. At low tide, the upper part is kept lying on the

ground. Fishers lift the upper edge over the water level and fasten it at the

upper end of the pole, creating a barrier after about 2-2.5 hours of high tide.

Those fish that come inside the fence with the water flow during flood tide are

trapped and collected during the next low tide. A variation of the net is used in

Khulna and Barisal region, known as Charpata Jal.
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Cast net

Cast net, locally called Jhaki Jal, is conical in outline, and the lower edges form

pockets. One fisher operates the net by throwing it in water and hauling it

without waiting for a long period. It is a very common gear found all over

Bangladesh (Ahmed, 1961).

Framed or dip net

PushNet/Thela Jal is a triangular shape net locally known as Thela Jal. This net

is made by attaching the net to a triangular framemade of bamboo pieces, and

one of the bamboo pieces is kept longer to use as a handle during operation.

One person can operate this net while walking in shallow water and pushing

the net along the shore. Push nets are primarily used for wild shrimp post

larvae (PL) collection. More than 60 percent of the total collection of shrimp

seeds comes from push net operations (BOBP, 1992; Islam, 2003). Some other

fishing gears are also used for PL collections likeMoshari Jal (Figure 3d and

Figure 2e), Bagdhara Jal, and Push Net/Thela Jal. The Atto Jal (Figure 2f, 2g)

is a variation of a push net that is triangular in the Hatiya region of Noakhali.

Khara Jal is a triangular framed or dip net. Two pieces of bamboo are attached

at an angle of 35º to make the triangular shape, and a bamboo frame stage

is built for staying, pulling, and collecting the net from the water body. The

triangular portion of the net is lowered to the shallow water areas, the lower

part of the netblock passes the way of fish, and the fishes are trapped (Siddiq

et al., 2013). Moi Jal/Moia Jal is a small fishing gear. Two pieces of bamboo are

attached to the two shorter sides of the net, and two fishers drag the net by

holding the bamboo vertically (Ahmed, 1961). Usually, it is operated from a

boat by using a long rope.
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Bottom longlines

In Bangladesh, the bottom longlines were introduced for croakers with the

encouragement of some overseas buyers during themid-1970s in the Cox’s

Bazar area (Huq et al., 1993). The line is shot at the beginning of high tide

or ebb tide, and it is hauled in two hours after setting, and hauling in takes

about two hours. The bait used is cuttlefish, anchovy, Big Eye Shad, croaker,

Ribbonfish, and Queenfish- cut in pieces in the case of the larger fish varieties

(Huq et al., 1993). The hooks are baited while sailing to the fishing ground and

are arranged serially on a plank at the bow of the craft with the coils of lines

placed on the deck. Longlines mostly target highly-priced species. Fishing

season with bottom longline extends frommid-August to mid-February, and

fishing is done only during the neap tide period. The bottom longline for

croaker is conducted in areas south of Chittagong, Noakhali, and Patuakhali

and southwest of Cox’s Bazar, roughly with 10 and 30m depth contours (Huq

et al., 1993).

Conclusion

Every fishery has its unique sorts of crafts and gears concerning the fishing

area, the target resources, and the socioeconomic condition of the fishers

themselves. The fisherfolks use a wide variety of fishing crafts and gears

for fishing practices. Most of these have remained the same for centuries.

Especially fishers who maintain a subsistence economy still resort to their

primitive and traditional fishing crafts and nets. In contrast, some crafts

and gears were also found to be modified throughout time in response to

the changing target fish, climatic and environmental, and socioeconomic

conditions. Fishers choose types of crafts and gears based on the area, scale

and mode of operation, target species, suitability, availability, price of the

constructionmaterial, and the applicable regulative and legislative issues. The

selectionandadoptionof specificfishinggear andmethods also vary according

to the species’ behaviour and fishers’ motives for fishing: for-profit, food,

and recreation. Additionally, fishers also change devices in response to the
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availability of fish and market competition. However, nowadays, a trend

towards the mechanization or modernization of fishing gears and crafts is

on the rise among the coastal fishing community of Bangladesh as a means

to increase their catch and maximize the benefits. Monitoring the current

status, changes, and modification of fishing devices over time, along with the

reasons behind the choice andmode of adoption, would be very important to

understand andmanage the artisanal coastal fisheries of Bangladesh.
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